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New items NAB 2016

Vocas
Which stands for Video Optic Cine and Audio Systems, started in 1989.
Vocas Systems develops and manufactures high-quality camera accessories 
including rail supports, shoulder pads, matte boxes and focus controllers.
Vocas Systems is responsible for the design of all the Vocas products. 

In collaboration with our Sales & Services departments and contacts in the 
branch, we work on developing matte boxes, lens controllers and many other 
accessories. The many years of experience in developing and fabricating high 
quality accessories have led to close relationships with camera manufacturers, 
distributors, dealers and end-users around the world. These close relationships 
are Vocas’ key input for its development activities. 

Vocas has over 25 years of experience in the global marketplace and their prod-
ucts are well-tested and renowned for their high quality.
The accessories designed by Vocas reaches the end-users through a network of 
104 international distributors and dealers located in 61 countries.
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New items NAB 2016

Vocas saved some spectacular introductions for this year’s NAB in Las Vegas! Following 
the developments in the professional camera market we’re introducing a new small flexible 
lightweight rig system: The new Vocas Spider System! Furthermore we will present a lot of 
available accessories for the Sony PXW-FS5 camera which will improve the operation of this 
camera.

And of course the prototypes of the 6,6” x 6,6” matte box and the studio follow focus, 
which were introduced at IBC 2015, are available as production models and ready for ship-
ping!
Last, but certainly not least, the Vocas Sliding System. The most flexible camera mounting 
system there is! The Vocas sliding system is a revolutionary new way to mount camera to 
different setups, while balancing the camera optimally.

Vocas new very flexible DSLR and Camjo rig: The Vocas Spider System!

We at Vocas noticed the changes in the professional camera market, cameras becoming 
smaller, lighter and cheaper. For example: The Sony PXW-FS5 weighs just 800 grams! The 
lightweight smaller cameras are also being used  for another type of filming; more flexible 
situations, tight places and very direct action. And these handheld cameras should function 
comfortably and stable.

With this information in mind we went to the drawing board. The idea was to develop a 
lightweight, very flexible, affordable, high quality, compact rig for handheld cameras. Com-
patible cameras ranging from the Canon EOS 5D to, the biggest camera for this particular 
system, the Sony PXW-FS5. All in all a long list of small handheld cameras. 

We think we succeeded by developing the new Vocas Spider System! The new Vocas 
Spider System is a modular system which can be setup exactly as you wish. With the differ-
ent modules available any combination can be made. The new Vocas Spider System will be 
introduced consisting of a flexible arm, a camera base plate, a shoulder pad, a belly pad and 
a new handgrip. The flexible arm can be adjusted in length and is rotatable 360 degrees! On 
one end of the arm accessories can be mounted to a standard rosette.

The camera base plate is going to be the centre of 
the new Vocas Spider System. Up to 4 flexible arms 
can be mounted on the camera base plate. These 
arms can be used for the available accessories of 
this new system like the handgrip and the shoul-
der pad. Both arms, part of the basic kit, can be 
adjusted to your personal preference! 360 Degrees 
rotatable and adjustable in length!

The new Vocas Spider System will be sold as a ba-
sic kit consisting of 2 flexible arms, a universal cam-
era base plate, a handgrip and the shoulder pad. 

Of course every accessory can be bought sepa-
rately. So in time, or right from the start, your new 
Vocas Spider System can be expanded to your 
wishes.

Sony PXW-FS5 accessories

A popular camera today is the new Sony PXW-FS5. A very lightweight compact handheld 
camera which is developed for, quoting Sony: “Grab and shoot with handheld super 35. A 
handheld camera should be able to get you in tight places. To work in your lap. To move 
with talent. Sony’s extraordinary PXW-FS5 does all of this, and more.”

With this being said by Sony and having the camera available in our headquarters in 
Hilversum The Netherlands we had a very close look and found some things that could be 
improved or developed especially for this camera. Today the Vocas list of dedicated acces-
sories for the Sony PXW-FS5 consists of: 

Handgrip rosettes
For both the camera body and the original camera handgrip, which are connected to each 
other through a bayonet connection, we developed inserts to change this connection to 
standard rosettes. Using these the original handgrip of the Sony PXW-FS5 can be relocated 
with other Vocas accessories to any position you like! (http://www.vocas.com/
news/the-vocas-nato-concept) The original Sony handgrip can even be placed in 
its original position without using any tools.

The Vocas body rosette for the Sony PXW-FS5 (0390-0070) and the Vocas handgrip rosette 
adapter for the Sony PXW-FS5 (0390-0170). Shipping now!
By relocating the original Sony handgrip the cable of the handgrip can become 
to short. Vocas has a profession- al extender coil cable available (0390-0157).

Viewfinder
The viewfinder of the Sony PXW-FS5 can be placed in different positions on the top handle 
of the camera using the new 8p rosette of Sony. But NOT in different heights or offset posi-
tions!

Vocas has developed a NATO rail with the new Sony 8p rosette at one end. The 
original Sony PXW-FS5 viewfinder now can be mounted to the Vocas single NATO rail with 
Sony 8p (0735-1110) and can therefore be adjusted in many more positions. 

After mounting the new Vocas single NATO rail with the original Sony viewfinder to the 
camera we concluded that the Sony viewfinder bracket is a little unstable and 
not that flexible.  The new Vocas version solves these problems. The Vocas Sony 
8p to 15 mm viewfinder bracket (0350-1475).

Top cheese plates
Vocas started with developing cheese plates for the Sony PXW-FS5. Available 
are a H-cheese plate (0350- 1375) and a full cheese plate (0350-1371). The 
H-cheese plate can be mounted to the PXW-FS5 without removing the original 
Sony top handgrip. Nice and easy!
Using the full cheese plate (0350-1371) a lot of extra mounting possibilities and positions 
become available! This cheese plate is equipped with two Sony 8p rosettes (!) and possibili-
ties to mount the (popular) 15 mm single rod holder (0350-1465). Actually developed for 
the Sony PXW-FS7 camera but very useful for the Sony PXW-FS5 camera as well.

PL support
The Sony PXW-FS5 is equipped with an E-mount. Vocas has a very good E-mount 
to PL adapter within her assortment, strong, lightweight and without any play! (0900-0016). 
To mount the adapter to the camera a bracket for support has been developed (0900-0026) 
which can be mounted to both Vocas Sony PXW-FS5 cheese plates.

Sony PXW-FS5 base plates
The most ideal base plates for mounting the Sony PXW-FS5 camera would be the recently 
introduced Vocas Sliding System, which makes the camera very flexible in use. And lets not 
forget the new Vocas Spider System introduced right now!
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Latest developments
Universal Shoulder Base Plates (USBP)

After having the Vocas USBP plates in the product range for some years, it was time to have 
a closer look at the design and functionality. It was almost unthinkable, but Vocas succeeded 
to better their own Universal Shoulder Base Plates (USBP in short)! 

Using the new USBP plate the camera can easily be removed by quick release through the 
dovetail principle! In this manner the camera, equipped with the dovetail plate, can be 
exchanged between the different base plates (15 mm and 19 mm), gimbals, 
tripods or even studio carts in seconds! 

Other improvements on the next generation Vocas USBP plates are: The 
range of the height adjustability is enlarged, the stability when using a VCT-
14 is improved, the rigidity of the plate has been increased, the shoulder 
pad is removable and adjustable without tools, the rear clamping block has been integrated, 
the camera can be removed by quick release and above all the design has been refreshed!

If we take a closer look at the 19 mm USBP we see a very nice new unique feature, a 
removable and adjustable shoulder plate using dovetail.  So if the camera is used on a tripod 
the shoulder plate can be removed easily. From the tripod to the shoulder? Just slide the 
shoulder plate underneath the base plate and there you go!

You want to be extremely flexible? Buy the new 15 mm USBP, the new 19 
mm USBP and some extra adapter plates (0490-0010)! Swap your 
camera between the different set ups, 15 mm, 19 mm, tripod, 
gimbal, drone or even a studio cart! A small investment which 
makes your life much easier.

Studio follow focus
In line with the introduction of the Vocas 6,6 x 6,6 matte box Vocas 
also introduces a Studio or Dual follow focus! By introducing the Studio 
follow focus a complete set up for 19 mm use is completed.

The Vocas studio follow focus has a very big advantage compared to the competition, a 
self-adjusting drive gear! A high quality follow focus still can work badly because of improper 
adjustment. With the new Vocas self-adjusting drive arm this problem belongs to the past!

The Vocas studio follow focus will be available with two gear ratios of choice, 1:1 and 1:2. 
The scales are replaceable and adapter an for 15 mm studio and 19 mm will be 
available as well. Different knobs can be chosen out of the knob assortment of the 
Vocas follow focus MFC-2, with or without stops, walnut or standard.

Available kits:

0500-4010 MFC-6 1:1 kit. Consists of:
0500-1500 MFC-6 gear box 15 mm
0500-1201 MFC-2 knob standard (2x)
0500-1550 MFC-6 drive arm 1:1
0500-0601 MFC-2 drive gear M0,8/40 T.

0500-4011 MFC-6 1:1 kit. Consists of:
0500-1500 MFC-6 gear box 15 mm
0500-1201 MFC-2 knob standard (2x)
0500-1551 MFC-6 drive arm 1:2
0500-0601 MFC-2 drive gear M0,8/40 T.

All studio follow focus MFC-6 accessories are also available separately! For more information 
please visit www.vocas.com.

ARRI Alexa mini
The new Vocas dovetail adapter plate for the Arri Alexa mini (0490-0045) in combination 
with the USBP-15 MK II (part of the new Vocas Sliding System) makes it possible, due to 
the use of the dovetail, to move the camera quite far backwards when using big lenses. This 
allows you to find the perfect balance on your shoulder or on a tripod. 

Using the new Vocas Arri Alexa Mini dovetail adapter plate for USBP-15 MKII (0490-0045) 
it is possible to use the original Arri Mini Side Bracket MSB-1. Alternatively using the earlier 
introduced Vocas dovetail adapter plate (0490-0040) the Vocas cage can be used which is 
mounted freely around the camera. Combining this with the Vocas cheese plate for the Arri 
Alexa Mini (0340-1340) a very affordable and useful setup is created.

In addition to this, the camera can be rapidly removed (quick release) and be swapped be-
tween the different base plates. Since the Arri Alexa mini is designed especially for gimbals 
and drones this is a great benefit!
What’s in this set up? 

USBP-15 MK II     (0350-2200)  
Dovetail adapter plate for Arri Alexa Mini  (0490-0040) 
Cage kit      (0600-0001)   
Clamping block 15 mm    (0350-2010) 
Viewfinder adapter 19 mm    (0350-1459) 
Top cheese plate     (0350-1340) 

In relation to the Arri Alexa mini Vocas developed a 19 mm viewfinder adapter since Arri 
uses 19 mm for the Arri Alexa mini viewfinder. In addition to that, and more importantly, 
Vocas developed a special top cheese plate and a dovetail based base plate adapter for this 
camera. The other products in the picture are existing Vocas accessories, specifically the 
universal cage kit and USBP-15 MKII base plate.

Please note:
When using the Arri Amira viewfinder (MVF-1) on the Arri Alexa 
Mini or any other camera, Vocas has a specific adapter available 
(0700-0041). This adapter makes the combination with NATO 
accessories possible! As a kit (0700-0040).
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Matte box 6,6” x 6,6”
As a manufacturer of matte boxes with their own patents, Vocas introduces a 6,6” x 6,6” 
matte box. The very lightweight 6,6” x 6,6” matte box can be used for wide-angle lenses  
starting at 12 mm. The new matte box contains the Vocas patented eyebrows, which makes 
the Vocas matte boxes very comfortable in use.

The new Vocas matte box has exchangeable rotatable filter holders, a single filter and a dou-
ble filter holder. With these two filter holders any combination is possible, 1, 2, 3, etc. The 
maximum lens diameter is 165 mm and the height is adjustable. A swing away and a regular 
bracket are both available for this 6,6” x 6,6” matte box. 

Available kits:

0600-0611 MB-611 kit. Consists of:
0620-0101 MB-600 Front unit
0620-0201 MB-600 Rear unit
0620-0311 MB-600 Single rotatable filter stage
0640-0001 MB-600 Filter frame 6,6” x 6,6”
0660-0010 MB-600 19 mm bars adapter

0600-0612 MB-612 kit. Consists of:
0620-0101 MB-600 Front unit
0620-0201 MB-600 Rear unit
0620-0312 MB-600 Double rotatable filter stage
0640-0001 MB-600 Filter frame 6,6” x 6,6” (2x)
0660-0010 MB-600 19 mm bars adapter

0600-0623 MB-623 kit. Consists of:
0620-0101 MB-600 Front unit
0620-0201 MB-600 Rear unit
0620-0311 MB-600 Single rotatable filter stage
0620-0312 MB-600 Double rotatable filter stage
0640-0001 MB-600 Filter frame 6,6” x 6,6” (3x)
0660-0100 MB-600 19 mm swing away
0630-0001 MB-600 Donut adapter ring
0440-0001 Side flag kit for MB-450

All 6,6” x 6,6” matte box MB-6 accessories are also separately available! For more informa-
tion please visit www.vocas.com.

Production matte box MB-600

Max. standard filter size 6.6”x 6.6”

Maximum of filters Stackable

Maximum of rotatable filters all

Maximum lens diameter (R1 compatible) 165 mm

Eyebrows

Useable on 15 mm studio rail support

Useable on 19 mm rail support

Usable with swing away bracket

Height adjustable

Compatible with F1 filter frames

Included  top flag

Vocas and LANC
Vocas most popular handgrips, the wooden, and in this case the one with start/stop function 
has been updated. The wooden start/stop handgrip now works with the LANC protocol.

In addition to that, an extra function has been added, namely a magnify (aka focus assist) 
button. So cameras using LANC can be operated by the new Vocas wooden handgrip!

Vocas wooden handgrip with double LANC switch (right hand)  (0390-0116)
Vocas remote cable for LANC 2,5 mm    (0390-0156)
Vocas 2,5 mm LANC extender coil cable    (0390-0157)

Canon C300 MK II
For the Canon C300 MKII camera we have a cheese plate (0350-1390) and a clever view-
finder extender (0350-1490) available. A new top handgrip low (0350-1405) is also available, 
which can be attached on the new cheese plate. 

These accessories for the Canon C300 MKII are also available in a complete kit (0350-1190).

Vocas NATO concept
New in the Vocas assortment since November 2015 is the Vocas NATO concept. Vocas 
developed its own vision on NATO, a range of unique accessories; double sided NATO 
brackets, NATO brackets with a rosette and a NATO cable clip!

Examples of the use of the Vocas NATO concept
 

 

For an overview of the Vocas NATO concept please visit our website www.vocas.com

Example setup 1

Example setup 2

Benefits of the Vocas NATO concept:
• Easy to combine without using any tools
• A complete quick release concept
• Connection to 15 mm and rosette!
• Double-sided rails for saving space
• Strong, stable and light-weight
• A complete concept!


